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“What is the relation of the two cosmic tendencies: towards mechanical disorder
(entropy principle) and towards geometrical order (in crystals, molecules, organisms,
etc.)?”
Whyte, Lancelot Law. Atomism, structure, and form. From Kepes, Gyorgy (ed.) Structure in art and
science. New York: Braziller, 1965. p27.
These works deal with the physical ideas of :
entropy.-[measure of the degradation or the disorganisation of the universe - Concise Oxford Dictionary]
 
to slake – [to disintegrate by combining with water - Concise Oxford Dictionary]
A process used in industry to make substances
and also used in mining.
order/ disorder
utilization of industrial materials and processes
relative reactivity of metals
 
               •            Some works are constructed in steel and use copper sulphate salt with water to form copper deposits
on the steel.
            •           Some works are made from brass and copper and use normal salt with water to
 bond with the copper metal to create crystalline salts.
            •           Some works combine metals and processes.
            •            Corrosion and decay are processes that are referenced by the work, but in fact the structures are
growing by the addition of metal and crystalline salts.
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